
Hashit:
Sucks it Blue (Incumbant); Das
Kunt - Got lost on own trail;
Big Bird Turd – hare that failed
to show!; Whinner: Deleware
Queen - Dancing like a Queen

WH4 Hash #833
Start: Ballston

Hares: Mellow Foreskin Cheese, Das Kunt!,
Short Bus Bitch, Big Bird Turd, and

Hasher Humper
Brew Crew: Mr Softie and Free Refills

Date: June 17, 2002
Beer Bitch: Just Cindy

Hash Flash: Road Whore
Scribes: Hey Ho & TWIG

U’all cum again now, U hear!

www.dchashing.org/wh4
202-PUD-JAM0
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Solemn Occasions—Namings
Just Jen: Dirty Little Princess;
Dyke on a Bike; Mud Flap; Gassy
Ho; Nipple Ring; Software Slut;
Draft Duck; Aeriola Punctualas;
Ariahola; Set them free Selected
most holy of names: Tiddly Winks

Just Gerry-Teflon; Stunt Dick;
Soft Head; Pubic Lay; Hunt for Red
Anything; Torpedo Tester; Erection
Seat; Torpedo Dick; Semen Been
Hunting; Buzz Light Beer; Selected
most holy of names: Das Kunt

Annual Bill Wagner
Birthday Hash 

Hash Salute to Mellow Foreskin Cheese...
the other Bill Wagner

WH4 Hash Trash, Edition 061702, “All the Shit That Fits!” 

White House Hash House Harriers (WH4) 
Trail #833 

Ballston, VA 
June 17, 2002 

Hares:  Mellow Foreskin Cheese, Hasher Humper, Short Bus 
Bitch, El Sequendo, and Gimbo/Gumbo/Just Gerry/Das Kunt! 

 

Birthday Boy @ 36+ 



Doesn't Miss a Drop joins the Mug Club by
completing 25 shitty trails. When asked about
her drinking form she replied ”I want to thank
Diaper, and Poodle for providing me with
ample practice during the 15-months it
took me to get to 25 trails!
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Lovely and reportedly
quite talented with
giving good head is
the Beer Bitch: Just
Cindy. By the end of
circle there were no
complaints noted from
either the RA or the
GMs!
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Violations:

Snatch Shot checks back on the pack…is this r*cing???

Sucks It Blue for enlisting the aid
of Short Bus Bitch as a support
device enroute to the beer check.
Poor Blue is the Hashit just too
much for you?? Is that why you’re
Blue???Some hashers wear drag,
Some Hashers wear nothing,
Sometimes Hashers dress in
appropriately…Goofy - stop
looking like a r*nner, you can’t even make the walker’s trail man!
TWIG – matching top and shorts are a no-no…vote is no top for you!!
Pimp of Sarajevo – reserve the formal wear for the prom, a bunch of
weddings, and perhaps the occasional funeral- but not a hash…we
got no class babe! While it is try there are no rules at the hash there are
some sacred guidelines we all like to adhere to…Beastie Bush what
possessed you to use drinking vessel to transport dog poop? Quick call
the RA, we need an exorcism quickly…in the interim drink more beer!!
No Genitals was embarrassed to witness Rear End Loader and Just
Jen working deals on the cell phone while on trail…they kept talking
mentioning they couldn’t chat cuz they needed to look for…hash!
Last week’s media slut was Evil Jesus…Boston Marathon Red Dress
layout in a R*nner’s magazine. This week Looney and Shimoko
made ESPN during a recent Mariners/Orioles ball game with a poster
promoting Hash Clubs. Unfortunately it took the cops only seconds to
detain them on suspicion of experience with white substances.

Profile:

Bite Me Elmo, Desperately Seeking Semen and Organ Grinder were
reviewing the personals in the paper before trail and came across a the
following: SBM loves horses and getting close while hanging upside
down is seeking a fun, edgy, stylish Hash name. Previously known as
Dash during his school years, he’s now a nerdy Just Shawn who fills
his days managing Public Affairs for the Marine Corps. Please baptize
this hard body with a hash name soon!



Name of product or
service:

Visitor Gawking

Arakie - Jordan; Tri-ass-a-thon -
Waukesha; Note: Tri is being
recruited for Battle of the
Bitches—cumming to soon to a
hash near you! ; Just Susan - San
Francisco; Just Thomas - Frankfurt
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Birthday hashers honored included
Big Bird Turd,
Mellow Foreskin Cheese, &
Number 2 who enjoyed all the all
the birthday boy XXX & OOOs!
Look closely & see Dangerously
Close goosing Just Jen AND #2.
You go girl!!

Had A Madam and Beastie Bush escorted by hash dog Bacchus
joined WDFK, Leave It In Beaver, Dangerously Close, Rude
Boar, Tes Smirnof, No Butts No Glory, Daddy Dick, Cyclops,
Crafty, Snot, Just Colin and a slew of other long time no seers in
exposing the presence of one of the founders of WH4-Shooting
Blanks. As the story goes, “Before 833 trails ago (833/52=16 yrs),
when many of the WH4 regulars were still trying to figure out to bal-
ance a bike (vice a beer), a man who wished he could wear a ponytail
was sitting on his front stoop studying British military tactics. In-
trigued by an alternative fitness philosophy discovered by the British
Army early last century that consis-
tently resulted in fun while build-
ing camaraderie, he decided to con-
duct an experiment Stateside to see
if he could duplicate the results.
He procured flour, scouted out
shiggy, and built a trail…but no
one came! He promised personal-
ized entertainment…and still no
one came! He then spoke of the
sacred beverage…beer…then they
came as they still cum today.”
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Hashers Caught Having Fun! 
Gorgeous weather, gorgeous hashers,
cold beer, and an easily accessible
location brought out 150+ fun seekers
to the annual Bill Wagner Birthday
Hash. To quote Just Shawn, “WH4
has its own style, their fun, edgy, and
young [attitude & aptitude if not liter-
ally classified as young!]!” To prove
JS has a shared perception, the cry of
On-On sent the pack swarming on
Oakgrove Park literally obliterating the local soccer game. Unable to
resist the large balls on field, Tri-Ass-A-Thon and Well Drilled broke
free of the pack to demo some fancy footwork, popping one off to Rear
End Loader. Snagging the attentions of Test Tube Baby & Crafty was
Just Katie hot and wet on trail exiting the grove. Down, over, across
and up blowing through numerous checks the pack hesitated only once-to
support a passing cop car and then with gusto it continued to swarm on
trail.Semen Mixer and Dangerously Close were amazed at how many
hills there are that go just up in west Arlington county. In the meantime
the walkers were cruising past the domain of Puts It Out and Waxes On
Wanks Off. For Sale or Rent, Coin Operated, and Pussy With A
Porpoise were disappointed that the welcome wagon sign wasn’t out.
No beer on the curb, no bubbling hot water for a soak! Gimme A Dick
and Just Mia were similarly disappointed when the stroll past Mellow’s
house yielded a return of only one
stale beer. Talk about motivation to
finish trail in a hurry or at least get
to the beer check. Check! Duck
Job and Cum Scout were suffering
some kind of delusion probably
caused by the continuous presence
of Vominatrix, $50 Bitch, Shel-
lacking The Bishop, and AssFinder
as FRBs. DJ and CS braved the
shiggy and continuously shortcutted
trail enroute to the beer check in at-
tempts to claim FRB status. All this



continued to amuse Just Mitch and Tipper Her Whip Her who en-
joyed looking back to watch the shenanigans. Ground Chuck on as-
cent to the beer check decided that the hares must be plant people and
that trail markings supported his opinion that the pre-circle should in-
clude a video of the trail to permit
hashers to assign a PE factor. Bite
Me Elmo exclaimed she could se it
now, the trail in blue flour has a PE
factor 6 – having sex with a blind fold
on would be easier. The trail in Pink
flour has a PE factor of 9… Still grip-
ping about the athleticism of the last
10 minutes into the beer check, GC
tried to recruit Hoover and Mr Phibb
to his cause. They arrived via the
walkers trail and both thought the nice ‘glow’ hashers acquired on the
ascent would later on provide a great segway for many other types of
activities. Speaking of sexways, Just Jen and Just Jeff started arguing
about the feasibility of doing pudding on trail. Shake-N-Bake volun-
teered to help ??(insert name)?? cum! The most popular beer check
activity is the naming of the Beer Bitch. Mr Softie and Number 2 (see
page 2) were especially pleased to see Just Cindy fit so nicely into the
proper beer pouring uniform. Delaware Queen & Just Paul attempted
to bribe Road Whore into leaking intel e.g. photographic evidence on
the upcoming hash calendar but
were unsuccessful-hopefully
because Raise My Titantic
started talking about some kind
of clothing optional hash and
all three forgot what they were
talking about-not that DQ and
Just Paul had a bottle of white
wine and were looking to hook
up with the 180* opposite of
red wine!! Giant, delicious
birthday cookies awaited the pack at the Circle where lost virginity was
mourned; visitors were welcomed, and repeat offenders were welcomed
into the get a life club a.k.a. WH4 Mug Club. For those that require
little to no sleep it was On-On-On to Whitlow’s On Wilson, for $10
pitchers (not pictures Poodle F+cked) and ½ price burgers.
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Name of product or service: Virgin Identification

Nerd Call “Hash Ser#” -Cum-Master

Hare Naming Team versus the Harriette NamingTeam

Just Miko "Got Vasoline" - Butt
Master; Just Mike "Sore
Hands" - Self; Just Shane
"Blender Dick" - Semen Mixer;
Just Mia "Gimme a Terp" -

Gimme a Dick;
Just Erica "Go Twinkie" - Just
Jeff & Just Jane; Just Kurt
"Clueless Cum" - ;
Just Adeline "Too Close For

Comfort" - Dangerously Close;
Just Ian "mmm mmm Sushi" -
Peking Duck; Just Brian "Do
You have Cream?" - Stick Your
Finger N It; Just Paul "I Need a
King" - Delaware Queen; Just
Sara "Warrior Bush" - Sticky
Pages; Just Chris "I Love

Breaded Chicken" - Shake and Bake; Just Ryan "Goes down on the
Ship" - Raise My Titanic; Just Tom "Thank God this is F*cking Over" -
Horny Toad


